Task for *Vertigo*

**Conflict**

Lohrey composes a tightly woven novella which comprises different layers of conflict. Comment on how the conflict is presented in each of the ‘Types of conflict’ boxes below.

- **Luke vs The Boy – grief**
- **Anna vs The Boy – the grief**
- **Luke vs Ken (father)**
- **Anna vs Luke**

- **Character vs Character**
- **Anna – where does she feel at 'home'**?
- **Luke – where has his youthful invincibility gone?**
- **Character vs Self**
- **Is she ready to start a family after loss?**
- **Is he escaping rather than coping?**
Bushfire threatens...

Snakes threaten...

Character vs Nature

Wind destabilises through...

Drought highlights the ...

Does the city life sedate one's senses?

Status anxiety and materialism

Character vs Society

Competition rather than community wars

Corporatising the rural – consortiums
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